C R SANDISON
Many doctors in general or private practice receive fees in addition to those earnings from other related sources such as lecturing or writing. In most cases they find that their total earnings from all these sources are added together in their accounts for the year concerned and an overall amount of expenditure is claimed against income to give a net profit for the year-on which tax is paid. These Once authorship status has been established, all costs incurred in connection with writing may be charged against the income. These costs will normally consist of the following:
Writing materials and so on-Any costs such as stationery, printing, paper, pencils, and other incidentals used directly in the writing of articles are allowed in full.
Secretarial costs-These are allowed in full for a secretary who has been employed to type articles. Many secretaries do this sort of job in their spare time for a modest fee and doctors paying such sums should advise their secretaries that this income must be declared on their income tax returns. Doctors often use their own wives for secretarial work and any amounts paid to them may be claimed in exactly the same way. A rate of £2 an hour for this would be reasonable and a doctor's wife can at present earn up to £17-50 a week before any National Insurance becomes payable, and just under £19 a week before any tax is due.
Assistance fees-There are occasions when a colleague may help to prepare an article and be paid a fee. This is an allowable deduction.
Use of home and rented rooms-A study at home is often used for writing and the costs incurred may be claimed in full. The normal procedure is to calculate the percentage of the area of the house used for this purpose and to take that proportion of total household expenses as a charge against taxable income. In a house with eight main rooms of which one is used exclusively for professional writing, for instance, a claim may be made for one-eighth of the cost of rates, rent (if any), insurance, heating and lighting, repairs and renewals (both internal and external), and domestic help. In addition, the full cost of all fixtures and fittings in the room is allowable in the year in which they are bought. This would normally include carpets, curtains, desks, chairs, light fittings, filing cabinets, heating equipment, and so on.
Capital equipment In addition to the fixtures and fittings mentioned above, a doctor is likely to buy such items as a typewriter and a calculator, particularly if the secretarial work is being done from his own home. The cost of these is allowed in full in the year in which the item is bought, as are all other items of equipment used in connection with writing activities.
Telephone and postage-A proportion of one's telephone bill is chargeable for calls made in connection with writing. This is particularly relevant where a lot of research has to be carried out and when detailed conversations with colleagues take place over the telephone. Conversations may also take place with publishers. Postage for these purposes is also allowable. While it is difficult to be precise about the proportion of one's total telephone bill that is allowable (since this obviously depends on the amount of writing done during the year) I have found that most Inspectors of Taxes are willing to accept a reasonable charge for this item.
Professional books and magazines-The cost of reference books and magazines bought for research for writing articles is allowable in full. This may include journals taken regularly, even though not every issue is likely to contain material relevant to the particular line of research being carried out.
Professional costs-If an accountant is employed to prepare accounts and agree them with the Inland Revenue, the cost of his services may be claimed. Similarly, other professional fees such as lawyers' fees incurred in connection with literary earnings may be claimed. The appropriate expenses incurred in those three years could then be charged against this income before arriving at the net assessable profit. These rules also apply where there are joint authors and, furthermore, are extended where the lump sum royalties are paid during the first two years after publication. Thereafter, unless a new edition is published, the problem will normally arise as explained above where royalties are reduced to a trickle and where expenses are minimal. To avoid this income then being assessed under Case VI of Schedule D, and possibly as unearned, the rule relating to continuity of production must be foremost in the mind of the author. This will probably include writing another publication altogether as it is not always practical to bring out a new edition of the same book (perhaps after only three years of initial publication).
There are cases where doctors may not assign a copyright until 10 years or more after first publication. Where this is the case, and an assignment or the granting of an interest is given for a period of at least two years, payment of any lump sum received thereon may be spread over the lesser of six years or the duration of the grant or licence.
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